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L2 ASYMPTOTES FOR FOURIER TRANSFORMS OF
SURFACE-CARRIED MEASURES

STUART NELSON

Abstract. W. Littman has shown how to obtain asymptotic

approximations for Fourier transforms of surface-carried measures

of the form ¡i(X)dA where dA represents the area measure for the

surface as a subset of Euclidean space and p(X) is a compactly

supported C° function. Here we extend to the case where n{X) is an

L1 function.

Let M be the surface in Rn+1 defined by

Xn+1 = 4>(Xx, ■ ■ ■ ,Xn) = <b(X'),       <p E C-(Jf'),

where M' is an open subset of R". For complex valued functions p

on M define

(1) p(Y) =  f      eiYXp(X)dA(X),        YERn+1.

Define a normal to M at XEM by v(X)=N(X')/\N(X')\ where

N(X') = (-grad <p(X'), 1). Let MX), ■ ■ ■ , \n(X) be the principle

values of the curvature at XEM with signs chosen so that

X+ \\k(X)]~1v(X) gives the center of curvature for the &th direction.

Using Littman [l] one can establish

Theorem 1. Assume p(X) is C" and has compact support. Assume

M has nowhere zero Gaussian curvature K(X) =IJ"-i X*(X). Let S" be

the unit sphere in Rn+1 and assume that the normal v : M—*Sn is a one-to-

one map. Define a(Y) for YE { Y: F„+1>0} as follows: if ir(Y)=Y/\ Y\

is not in v(M) put a(Y)=0;ifir(Y) =v(X), XEM, put

a(Y) = eiY-xei"i"(2icYl2p(X) \ Y |""'21 K(X)\~^2

where <r = J^"= i X*/1X* |. Then there is a constant B such that \ p. ( Y) — a ( Y) \

g 231 Y\-^+»i2 for all Y suchthat \ Y\ ̂ land Fn+i>0.

A corollary of this theorem is that for t> 1,
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Wfi-al^mf \fi(Y',t)-a(Y',t)\2dY'

(2) =  f B2(t2+ | Y'\2)-^+»iHY'

/» CO

B2(\ + r*)-<>+»l*aKr*-1dr
o

where wn is the area of 5n_1. For p. in L2 instead of C* we have

Theorem 2. Assume that K(X) is never zero and that v:M—>Sn is

one-to-one. If

||M||t =  f    | ßiX', <t>(X>)) |*| A'(X') |2<LT < «
J M'

then ||jû —a:i||—>0 as ¿—>-°o.

Proof. We will show

(i)  |lxa:i||2=(27r)»||M||2 = ||/i:/||2for/>0;

(ii) |[x(A—ö):/||2—>0 as/—><» ;
(iii) ||/l:í||2-||x¡a:¿||!!->0así-»°o;

where

X(F)»1        ¡f*(F)er(JO,

= 0        otherwise.

Since (1 —x)ö = 0, (ii) and (iii) are equivalent to the conclusion of the

theorem. By the triangle inequality

||xa:*|| u\\x(a-îi):t\\ + ||xM|

so that (iii) follows from (i) and (ii).

Using dA (X) - | N(X') | dX' to rewrite (1) as

ß(Y) = f   e*r'*'eir»+*<x')piX', <t>iX')) \ W) | AX',
J M'

we recognize the right-hand side of (i) as Parseval's equality.

To prove the other half of (i) let

Qt= { YERn+1: Yn+i=t and tt(Y)Ev(M)}

and let 7Tí be the restriction of tt to Qt- Then
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/( Y)d r = /(xr1 (v)) J-i^i- «kr»

/(xr1 o V(X)) J--i-ii- | #(X) | <m(x)
"nfl(X)

Xf(tN(X')) | ¿/V(X') I» | TVXA") | | Jf(X) | dA(X)
xe.M

where du denotes surface area on S". Since

I a(tN(X')) \2 = (2r)-1 k(X) |21 ¿-V(X') |- | K(X) |~»

we see that the left-hand side of (i) follows from (3).

To prove (ii) we use (i) to reduce to the case pEC"(M). Let e>0

and choose piEC"(M) such that ||ji¿ — px\\2<e(2ir)~"12. Since p.—>a is

linear, if pi = p—px then os = a—ai. Applying (i) to p.2 we have

\\xifi - £i):i|| á ||(Á¡ - Px):t\\ = \\x(a - ax):t\\ = (2x)«/2||M - Ml||2 < «•

Thus

\\xifi - o):<|| ^ ||x(A - Px):t\\ + ||x(Ai - ai):<|| + l|x(<*i - a):*||

<e + ||x(Ai-*i):i|| + «•

Since pxEC"(M), (2) shows that there exists r>0 such that the last

line is less than 3e for all t>r.

For a special case of Theorem 2 with an application see [2].
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